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A candy-colored view of the planet Mercury shows differences in its chemical makeup. “Swallowing” a sulfur-rich protoplanet
(similar to Mercury) could help explain two lingering mysteries in the story of Earth’s formation. Image Credit: NASA/Johns
Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory/Carnegie Institution of Washington
By Devin Powell (article originally appeared in Smithsonian.com, April 15, 2015)

In its infancy, Earth may have swallowed a planet similar to Mercury, but much bigger. This
early meal could explain the puzzling makeup of Earth’s layers, and it could account for the magnetic
field that makes life here possible.
“We think we can hit these two birds with one stone,” says Bernard Wood, a geochemist at the
University of Oxford who reported the idea this week in the journal Nature.
If it seems incredible that in 2015 we still don’t know how our world formed, consider how
difficult it is to peek at its interior. The longest, hardiest drills yet made cannot bore beyond Earth’s
thin outer crust. Natural channels of hot rock helpfully bring up materials to the surface from the
deeper mantle layer for us to study, but even these columns, hundreds of miles long, seem shallow
when we think of the planet’s center more than 3,700 miles below us. Piecing together Earth’s history
is therefore a bit like trying to guess how a cake was baked by tasting the icing and perhaps a few
stray crumbs. There’s still plenty of room for new evidence and new ideas.
continued on page 4
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Our 2015 Annual Meeting is coming up on May
15-16, at Loyola Marymount University (LMU)
http://scas.nhm.org/annual-meeting/. The
meeting is sponsored by the Los Angeles Center
for Urban Resilience (CURes).
We have two interesting plenary speakers
lined up for this year’s meeting. Dr. Bill Lynn from
LMU, CURes will be the speaker on Friday. The
title of his talk is “Interdisciplinarity: science and
ethics in the urban century.” The plenary speaker
on Saturday is Dr. Murray Dailey and the title of
his talk is “Parasitic diseases of stranded marine
mammals.”
There will be multiple symposia on
both days (Friday: Parasitology, Urban Ecology,
Technology in Science and Coastal Resilience;
Saturday: Marine Mammals, Paleontology, and
Nature as a Classroom). Contributed paper talks
will occur on both days. The evening poster
session will be on Friday from 5-7pm. Also, our
Junior Academy students in the Research Training
Program (RTP) will be presenting on Saturday.
Next year’s meeting will be at University
of Southern California (USC) in May 2016. SCAS
will be celebrating 125 years! We expect this to be
a special and fantastic meeting.
Please visit our website http://scas.nhm.
org for all information pertaining to SCAS. You

now have the ability to register for the annual meeting,
renew your membership, apply for grants, and submit a
manuscript to the Bulletin online. The Academy Bulletin
is open to high quality papers on research worldwide,
particularly from SCAS members. Our website is hosted
under the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County
and we are grateful to the Museum and hope to continue
our long standing relationship. I would also like to thank
our Board of Directors webmaster Shelly Moore for all her
hard work (Shelly, you are the best!). Please let myself or
Shelly know if you have any suggestions for the future of
our website.
As the President of the SCAS Board of Directors,
and on behalf of the Board, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all of the members, past and
present, for your support of the Academy.
I would also like to thank the following people for
their outstanding efforts during our 2015 Annual Meeting
at LMU — John Dorsey as Local Committee Chairperson,
April Sandifer, David Ginsburg, Lisa Collins, Shelly Moore,
Ann Dalkey, all the symposium organizers, the SCAS
Board of Directors, and Gloria Takahashi for leading the
Junior Academy.
Please encourage your colleagues and students
to attend the annual meeting!
Thank you and I hope to see you at the meeting,
		

Julianne Kalman Passarelli, President

SCAS is turning 125!!
Please plan to join us for
our May 2016 meetings at
the
University of Southern
California
to celebrate this landmark
achievement!

Happy Birthday to the Hubble Telescope!!
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by Rob Gudro (article originally appeared on NASA/ Goddard Space Flight center website; www.nasa.gov
NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope turns 25 this
Hubble’s Mirrors: The diameter of the
month!! To celebrate, NASA has published a primer of
Primary Mirror is 94.5 in (2.4 m). The Primary
interesting facts about the famous telescope.
Mirror Weighs 1,825 lbs. (828 kg). The Secondary
NASA named the world’s first space-based optical
Mirror’s Diameter is 12 in (0.3 m), and it weighs
telescope after American astronomer Edwin P. Hubble
27.4 lbs. (12.3 kg).
(1889—1953). Dr. Hubble confirmed an “expanding”
Capabilities and Discoveries: Hubble has
universe, which provided the foundation for the Big Bang
made more than 1.2 million observations since
theory.
its mission began in 1990.
There are a lot of statistics about the Hubble
Astronomers using Hubble data have
from specifications to data statistics to various servicing
published more than 12,800 scientific papers,
missions that helped extend
making it one of the
the space telescope’s life
most productive
and enhance the telescope’s
scientific instruments
abilities.
ever built.
Mission: Launched
Hubble does not
April 24, 1990 from space
travel to stars, planets
shuttle Discovery (STS-31).
or galaxies. It takes
Deployed on April 25, 1990,
pictures of them as it
with a Mission Duration
whirls around Earth at
anticipated up to 20 years (so,
about 17,000 mph.
like many of NASA’s scientific
Hubble has
endeavors, the instrument is
traveled more than 3
providing useful science well
billion miles along a
past its anticipated sell-by
circular low-Earth orbit
date).
currently about 340
Specifications: It
miles in altitude.
is 43.5 feet (13.3 m) -- the
Hubble has no
length of a large school
thrusters. To change
bus. At launch, the Hubble
pointing angles, it uses
weighed in at ~24,000 lbs
Newton’s third law by
(10,886 kg). Its maximum
spinning its wheels in
diameter is 14 feet (4.2
the opposite direction.
meters).
It turns at about the
Spaceflight Statistics:
speed of a minute
It flies in Low-Earth Orbit at
hand on a clock, taking
The Horsehead Nebula in infrared--image taken by the 15 minutes to turn 90
an altitude of 340 miles (295
Hubble Telescope. Image: NASA, ESA, and the Hubble
nautical miles, 547 km, inclined
degrees.
Heritage Team (STScl/AURA)
28.5 degrees to the equator
Hubble has the
(low-Earth orbit). It takes ~95
pointing accuracy of
minutes to complete one orbit. It is travelling at ~17,000
.007 arc seconds, which is like being able to shine
mph (27,300 kph).
a laser beam on a dime 200 miles away.
Optical Capabilities: the telescope’s sensitivity
Outside the haze of our atmosphere,
to Ultraviolet through infrared light is 115—2500
Hubble can see astronomical objects with an
nanometers. The first image transmitted to Earth was
angular size of 0.05 arc seconds, which is like
taken May 20, 1990 and showed Star Cluster NGC 3532.
seeing a pair of fireflies in Tokyo from your home
Data Statistics: Hubble transmits about 140
in Maryland.
gigabits of raw science data every week.
Hubble has peered back into the very
Power Needs: Hubble is powered by the sun, via
distant past, to locations more than 13.4 billion
two 25-foot solar panels. It generates (in sunlight) ~5,500
light years from Earth.
watts and uses (on average) ~2,100 watts. It stores power
The Hubble archive contains more
in 6 nickel-hydrogen (NiH) batteries, with a capacity
than 100 Terabytes, and Hubble science data
equal to 20 car batteries.
processing generates about 10 Terabytes of new
Pointing Accuracy: In order to take images of
archive data per year.
distant, faint objects, Hubble must be extremely steady
Hubble weighed about 24,000 pounds
and accurate. The telescope is able to lock onto a target
at launch and currently weighs about 27,000
without deviating more than 7/1000th of an arcsecond,
pounds following the final servicing mission in
or about the width of a human hair seen at a distance of
2009.
1 mile.
For more information, go to www.nasa.
gov/hubble or www.hubble25th.org

Earth’s Magnetic Field Origins, continued...
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“It’s exciting time to be in the field,”
Carlson speculated, a cooling Earth formed layers
says geochemist Richard Carlson of the
much faster than previously thought, in tens of
Carnegie Institution of Washington. “A lot of
millions of years instead of billions. An upper
things are coming out of studies of the deep
layer that formed quickly would be depleted in
Earth that we don’t understand very well.”
neodymium, balanced by a lower layer that hid the
The traditional view of how Earth
missing element deep in the mantle. However, no
came together starts with space debris
evidence has been found of this secret reservoir.
clumping. Rocks resembling the stony
Its tendency to remain stubbornly stuck at depth is
meteors that still rain down on us today
difficult to explain, given that the mantle churns like
glommed together into ever-bigger chunks.
boiling soup, often bringing its ingredients to the
Squeezed, pummeled and heated, a growing surface as it creates volcanoes. And if the moon was
rubble heap ultimately melted and then
born when a planetary body smashed into Earth, as
cooled, forming layers slowly over billions
is commonly thought, the melting caused by that
of years.
impact should
Geological
have mixed the
crumbs
reservoir back
studied in
into the mantle.
the 1980s
Instead
helped to
of trying
corroborate
to account
this story.
for hidden
With the
neodymium, a
exception
second group
of certain
of scientists
metals such
came up with
as iron, most
a way to get
of which is
rid of it. They
thought to
imagined a
have sunk to
crust enriched
Earth’s core,
in neodymium
An illustration (not to scale) of the sun and its interaction with Earth’s magnetic field.
terrestrial
growing on the
Image: NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
rocks seemed
chondritic rocks
to be made of pretty much the same stuff
out of which Earth was made. Collisions between
as chondrites, a particular group of stony
these objects could have scraped away much of this
meteors.
outer layer, making neodymium rarer.
Then about a decade ago, Carlson
But there are problems with this view, too. No
found room for doubt, after comparing
meteorites have ever been found with compositions
Earth rocks and space rocks using better
similar to the eroded debris. Also, that sloughed-off
instruments. His team investigated two rare
skin would have taken with it much of the Earth’s
elements with unusual names and magnetic
heat. Uranium, thorium and other radioactive
personalities: neodymium, an ingredient in
materials, which we know are responsible for our
the magnets used in hybrid cars and large
planet’s heat, would have also ended up in the
wind turbines, and samarium, common in
removed layer.
headphone magnets. Terrestrial samples
“About 40 percent of Earth’s heat-producing
contained less neodymium relative to
elements would be lost to space,” says Ian Campbell,
samarium than chondrites, the researchers
the geochemist at the Australian National
found.
University.
This small discrepancy of only a few
Hoping to hold on to these critical elements,
percent was still difficult to explain. Perhaps,
Wood decided to tweak the chemistry of Earth in its

Earth’s Magnetic Field Origins, continued...
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youth. He took inspiration from one of the stranger
magnetic field.
planets in our solar system: Mercury. Chemically
Without magnetism, sea turtles and sea
speaking, the closest planet to the sun is a hellish
captains wouldn’t be able to navigate—
place loaded with actual brimstone, known to
or even exist. Life wouldn’t have been
modern science as sulfur. How would layers form
possible on the planet’s surface without the
in a young Earth if the planet looked more like
protection the field provides against highMercury? To answer this question, Wood added
energy particles streaming out of the sun.
sulfur to mixtures of elements meant to simulate
Wood’s colleagues describe his theory as
the composition of primitive Earth. He cooked the
plausible. But like the other origin stories
mock planets at temperatures as hot as burning
that have been written in recent years
jet fuel and
about Earth,
pounded them
it is far from
with a piston to
definitive. For
pressures about
one thing, the
15,000 times that
temperatures
inside a typical
and pressures
household
reached in the
pressure cooker.
experiment,
Dosed
as extreme as
with enough
they were, fell
sulfur, the
far short of
miniature protothe conditions
worlds buried
inside protoneodymium as
Earth. For
they formed
another,
layers—not
studies of how
in their fake
earthquakes
mantles, but
travel through
deeper still in
the planet’s
Astronaut Mike Hopkins, aboard the International Space Station, shared this
their fake cores.
interior have
picture of the northern lights on Oct. 9, 2013, saying “The pic doesn’t do the
Neodymium
northern lights justice. Covered the whole sky. Truly amazing!” Image Credit: NASA placed limits
trapped in the
on how light
core for good could account for Carlson’s anomaly.
the core can be, and dumping lots of sulfur
This extra sulfur could have come from a Mercuryin the center of the planet could put the core
like object that struck the growing Earth early on,
uncomfortably close to those limits.
perhaps even the same object thought to have
To strengthen his case, Wood plans to
formed the moon, suggests Wood.
scour the periodic table for other elements
“We would need a body 20 to 40 percent the with mysterious abundances that could be
size of Earth.” It’s also possible that Earth grew at the explained by adding sulfur to the primordial
start from a kernel made not from chondrites but
mix. Given the history of the field, it’s going
from other space rubble rich in sulfur. Either way, this to take a lot to convince skeptics like Bill
cosmic storyline could have set the stage for the rise McDonough, a geochemist at the University
of life on Earth. That’s because sulfur also would have of Maryland. “I put this idea at well below the
helped to draw uranium and thorium into the core.
50 percent chance of being right,” he says.
The added heat from these radioactive elements
Read more: http://www.smithsonianmag.
could help to churn the outer part of the core, and
com/science-nature/earth-may-have-becamethis vigorous motion of molten metal is thought to
magnetic-after-eating-mercury-objectgive rise to the currents that in turn generate Earth’s 180955002/#YYAuS8rIpSePmHY8.99

Surfing Leads to Science for RTP Researcher
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by Samantha Cendro, RTP Researcher
As a freshman, all I knew was that I loved
students conducting amazing research, I soon
science, so I decided to join the Science and Math
felt at home. Unfortunately, my research had a
Academic Competition Team at Huntington
rocky start. When I began verifying my methods
Beach High School. At the time, I did not know
of testing the nitrogenous wastes with other,
enough material to compete with the seniors on the
more accurate methods, I discovered that none
Science Olympiad or Science Bowl team, so I was
of my previous data was reliable. However, that
anxious to get involved in whatever way I could.
setback led to better methods. I was lucky enough
Fortunately, two of the seniors, Nick Hardy and
to spend an afternoon with Dr. John Dorsey in
Patrick Donegan, found out that I was a surfer and
his lab at Loyola Marymount University. Using a
asked me to start picking up kelp from the beach
Hach spectrophotometer and Hach reagents, we
for them. I was certainly confused
were able to figure out important
at first, but I did as he asked and
information regarding the accuracy
brought a bag of kelp to him at
of my methods back at school. I
school. I would soon find out that the
also received help from the Hubbskelp was needed to feed the abalone
SeaWorld Research Institute and I
that he was raising at school as part
eventually found testing methods
of a sustainability project started by
that were both accurate and
marine biologist, Nancy Caruso. In
affordable.
addition to abalone, Mrs. Caruso
By the time I found these
worked alongside Hubbs-SeaWorld
accurate
methods, I did not have
Research Institute (HSRI) on the
enough
time
to collect enough
Seabass in the Classroom program
data
in
order
to present any
that allowed schools to raise and
meaningful
research
for that first
Hubbs-SeaWorld Research Institute
release white seabass (Atractoscion
year.
Thankfully,
Mrs.
Takahashi
research scientist Mike Shane
nobilis), whose population has declined and Huntington Beach High School
allowed me to extend my research
off of southern California. Over the
student Samantha Cendro work in the
so that I am able to present in May
school’s
lab
specially
designed
course of my freshman year, Nick,
to raise white seabass.
of my junior year – this year. During
Patrick, and Mrs. Caruso taught me
Photo courtesy of Nancy Caruso.
this past summer and fall I gathered
about the biomechanical filtration
data from my high school and Edison
systems that kept the seabass tank and abalone tank
High
School
with
the help and generosity of Mrs.
running. All of the tanks ran on artificial saltwater,
Carissa
Rice
and
Mr.
Greg Gardiner. I gathered an
so nitrogenous waste buildup was a concern and had
abundance
of
accurate
data allowing me to present
to be monitored.
my findings. I am currently putting the finishing
I enjoyed learning about the tank systems
touches on my paper and am looking forward to
and the seabass and before I knew it I was in charge
presenting my findings at this year’s annual meeting!
of both tank systems as a sophomore. Although, the
My research would definitely not be possible
abalone sustainability project was completed that
without
the love and support of my family. Thank
year, I continued to raise the seabass as we received
you
also
to my mentor, Mrs. Caruso, for always
two batches of 20-30 juvenile fish during the school
being
there
to answer my questions and help me
year – one in the fall and one in the spring. As Mrs.
through
the
difficult parts of my research. I have had
Caruso continued to teach me about the seabass,
such
a
great
experience
working alongside her on
she explained how the recirculating tank system that
this
research,
and
I
cannot
thank her enough. Also,
we used was unique and had never been attempted
thank
you
to
Mr.
Mike
Shane
and Hubbs-SeaWorld
before in this capacity. Likewise, little was known
Reasearch
Institute
for
starting
the Seabass in the
about the fish’s tolerance to nitrogenous compounds
Classroom.
that naturally built up in the tank: ammonia, nitrite,
and nitrate. This information would be important
Finally, I would like to thank Mrs. Takahashi and
to know as white seabass became more important in
the SCAS board for providing students like me the
aquaculture. Mrs. Caruso suggested that I join the
opportunity to conduct real scientific research. I
Southern California Junior Academy of Sciences as
have learned so much from the program including
an RTP Student and conduct research on the topic.
how to write a paper and present research. Everyone
that I have met through the RTP program has been
I joined the RTP program as a sophomore,
so kind and supportive, and I am very grateful to
admittedly a bit nervous. However, Mrs. Takahashi
have been a part of such a great program.
was so welcoming and encouraging; and although
it was intimidating at first to be surrounded by

Ethics of Animal Testing
by Hannah Nasseri, SCAS RTP Researcher

Georgetown University maintains a Bioethics Research Library which makes available multiple
resources online. The library began as a few shelves of books collected by the Kennedy Institute of
Ethics scholars. As the interdisciplinary field of bioethics grew, so did the library. It is the home of the
world’s largest and most extensive collection of materials on ethics, medicine and biomedical research,
including scholarship regarding animal testing.
Three guiding principles govern the humane use of animals in research. These principles
are called the 3 Rs – Replace, Reduce, Refine. These principles were first described in a 1959 book,
The Principles of Humane Experimental Technique by W. M. S. Russell and R. L. Burch. Their goal was
to develop a more ethical and humane approach to the treatment and use of animals in. They also
inspired the movement to seek alternatives to the use of animals in biomedical research and testing.
The 3 Rs are: replacement of conscious living animals with nonsentient animals or materials, reduction
of the number of animals used in an experiment or procedure, and refinement of the techniques used
in order to decrease the incidence or amount of animal pain and distress.
To access the Bioethics Research Library at Georgetown University, please visit the following
website: https://bioethics.georgetown.edu/explore-bioethics/animal-research-ethics/

For more information about the RTP program, or if you have (or
know) a student who might be interested in participating, please
contact RTP Program Coordinator Gloria Takahashi at
myopick@aol.com.
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To learn more...
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animal testing and to ensure public and private
laboratories are practicing under tight ethical
boundaries. Also, a fund could be set up in
order to research ways to minimize or to replace
animal testing all together in most settings.
Other preventative measures should be
to educate high school and college students.
By teaching the ethical guidelines of animal
research at a young age, students can then
teach and influence their parents about
what animal testing realistically entails. Also,
knowledge about ethical treatment of animals
would greatly benefit students as a way to teach
them about compassion not only towards each
other but towards all walks of life. Students who
learn about ethical treatment will integrate this
knowledge into their daily lives, through how
they treat each other and the affect the world
around them. In conclusion, animal testing is
a necessary evil; however, measurers may be
taken to ensure that future generations are
educated and moral with their methods of
testing.

The Smilodon

Today, there are two extreme ends of the
spectrum of public opinion on the treatment
of animals in research. People either believe
that animals must be removed completely from
research or they choose to ignore the fact that
animals are used for research. Many people do not
realize that before any product is even considered
for human trials, it is extensively tested for safety
on animals. We cannot remove the animal testing
altogether, since the general public has become
desensitized and accustomed to it. However, we
can take action to ensure animal testing is as
ethical as possible. More rigorous regulation can
be enacted on the federal and state level in order
to enforce certain moral parameters by which
researchers must abide. For example, if an animal
is exposed to severe pain and would die slowly,
the animal must be mercifully and expeditiously
euthanized. Also, newborn or pregnant animals
should not be used in testing. In addition, a
central Ethical animal testing committee should
be created within the FDA in order to monitor

RTP Researcher Chases Her Passions
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by Judy Kim, SCAS RTP Researcher
techniques, I felt more ready to start looking into
By the end of the 8th grade, my science
the scans on the computer. Last year, my project
teacher suggested that I should try to join the
investigated the left ventricular ejection fraction
upcoming SCAS Research Training Program
and measuring this MRI technique as an effective
when I transitioned to high school. I have
clinical procedure. This year, I wanted to investigate
always been highly interested in medical
my research from last year further and compare the
science and thought that this program would
patients’ cardiac function in the acute (within a week
help me go move in that direction. However,
following a heart attack) and chronic (six months
I applied without much information about
following a heart attack) phase. The objective of
the program or access to those who had
this investigation was to assess if the functional
previously been in the program. After three
status following the heart attack in patients is
years in the SCAS RTP, applying for it has been
dependent on acute infarct size, which is the part
one of the best decisions that I’ve ever made.
that has been damaged due to the attack. After
As a freshman, I was just starting my
having been exposed to this lab for about two
experience with research and worked on
years, I have learned that working in a lab doesn’t
a cancer investigation project through a
necessarily have to involve working with bacteria
professor at UCLA. By working with him for
or environmental material. The work that I do is
one year and beginning my journey in SCAS,
done through computers that provide the specific
I learned how to meet important deadlines,
software to analyze the MRI scans and can produce
plan to achieve long-term goals, and present
the same quality of work as done in another type of
my ideas to peers, both those who share my
lab.
passion for science and to those who don’t.
As I mentioned before, being part of SCAS
However after working in his lab, I knew
has opened so many other
that I wanted to
possibilities. In March, I
do more than just
participated in the Los Angeles
investigating—I
County Science Fair and
wanted to have a
received an award. I presented
real lab experience.
the research I am currently
Through SCAS, I was
working on through the SCAS
able to achieve that
RTP and I could have never done
goal.
it without the guidance that I
The most important
received through our Saturday
lesson that I have
meetings and advice from other
learned from SCAS
RTP students. Moreover, by
is that even a small
participating in the science fair,
event or encounter
I was given another opportunity
with a person or
to present my research at the Jet
SCAS RTP Researcher Judy Kim and her mentor Dr.
project can lead
Propulsion Laboratory Student
Dharmakumar at Cedar-Sinai.
to so many different
Showcase. I was very fortunate
possibilities. During the summer before my
to even have a chance of being part of SCAS as
sophomore year, I was fortunate to have a
a freshman but it has given me so many other
chance to work in the Cedar-Sinai Biomedical
wonderful experiences that I would never have
Imaging Institute under Dr. Dharmakumar.
dreamed of.
I used my past experience at UCLA to build
I have met so many different students from high
my qualifications to work at Cedar-Sinai
schools all over Southern California and have also
and since then, I have been part of their lab.
met professionals in the science field who have
The lab where I am working mainly focuses
given me advice along the way. I am most thankful
on analyzing and improving cardiac MRI
for having had the chance to share my research with
approaches. When I was first introduced to
others and truly begin my career as a researcher.
the material, I had little knowledge of the
Eventually, I want to study medical forensics but
heart and never imagined myself studying
without SCAS, I would have never become certain
just one part of the human body. After
of my long-term goals. I truly owe everything to the
reading so many different books and articles
generous support of my peers, mentors, and SCAS
specifically on the heart and different MRI
for giving me so many opportunities.

NASA Takes Aim at Four Corners Methane Mystery
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Researchers from several institutions are in the Four
The JPL participants will fly two
Corners region of the U.S. Southwest with a suite of
complementary remote sensing instruments on two
airborne and ground-based instruments, aiming to
Twin Otter research aircraft. The Next-Generation
uncover reasons for a mysterious methane “hot spot”
Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer
detected from space.
(AVIRISng), which observes spectra of reflected
“With all the ground-based and airborne
sunlight, flies at a higher altitude and will be used to
resources that the different groups are bringing to the
map methane at fine resolution over the entire region.
region, we have the unique chance to unequivocally
Using this information and ground measurements
solve the Four Corners mystery,” said Christian
from the other research teams, the Hyperspectral
Frankenberg, a scientist at NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Thermal Emission Spectrometer (HyTES) will fly over
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, who is heading
suspected methane sources, making additional, highly
NASA’s part of the effort. Other investigators are
sensitive measurements of methane. Depending on its
from the Cooperative Institute for Research in
flight altitude, the NASA aircraft can image methane
Environmental
features with
Sciences
a spatial
(CIRES)
resolution
in Boulder,
better than
Colorado;
three feet (one
the National
meter) square.
Oceanic and
In other words,
Atmospheric
it can create a
Administration
mosaic showing
(NOAA); and
how methane
the University of
levels vary
Michigan, Ann
every few feet,
Arbor.
enabling the
Last
identification
fall, researchers
of individual
including
sources.
Frankenberg
With the
reported that
combined
a small region
resources, the
around the
investigators
Shiprock, New Mexico, is in the Four Corners region where an atmospheric methane “hot spot”
can be seen from space. Researchers are currently in the area, trying to uncover the reasons for
Four Corners
hope to quantify
the hot spot. Image Credit: Wikimedia Commons
intersection of
the region’s
Arizona, Colorado,
overall methane
New Mexico and Utah had the highest concentration
emissions and pinpoint contributions from different
of methane over background levels of any part of the
sources. They will track changes over the course of
United States. An instrument on a European Space
the month-long effort and study how meteorology
Agency satellite measuring greenhouse gases showed
transports emissions through the region.
a persistent atmospheric hot spot in the area between
“If we can verify the methane detected by
2003 and 2009. The amount of methane observed
the satellite and identify its sources, decision-makers
by the satellite was much higher than previously
will have critical information for any actions they
estimated.
are considering,” said CIRES scientist Gabrielle
The satellite observations were not detailed
Pétron, one of the mission’s investigators. Part of
enough to reveal the actual sources of the methane in
President Obama’s recent Climate Action Plan calls for
the Four Corners. Likely candidates include venting
reductions in methane emissions.
from oil and gas activities, which are primarily coalbed
Besides the groups mentioned above, the
methane exploration and extraction in this region;
research team also includes scientists from the
active coal mines; and natural gas seeps.
Institute of Arctic and Alpine Research at the
Researchers from CIRES, NOAA’s Earth
University of Colorado, Boulder; the U.S. Bureau of
Systems Research Laboratory and Michigan are
Land Management; and the state of New Mexico.
conducting a field campaign called TOPDOWN
The California Institute of Technology in Pasadena
(Twin Otter Projects Defining Oil Well and Natural
manages JPL for NASA.
gas emissions) 2015, bringing airborne and groundFor more information about TOPDOWN
based instruments to investigate possible sources of
2015, see: http://cires.colorado.edu/news/press/
the methane hot spot. The JPL team will join the effort
mapping-methane and http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/
on April 17-24. The groups are coordinating their
groups/csd7/measurements/2014topdown/
measurements, but each partner agency will deploy its
Source: www.nasa.gov--April 7, 2015
own suite of instruments.

The Last Word
In an effort to regularize the publication of this organ, the editorial board of the Smilodon (in consultation
with the SCAS Board of Directors) have decided to revise the aforementioned publication’s production
schedule. Going forward, the Smilodon will be published twice annually:

April 15 and November 15

If you have any questions or concerns about this schedule, or better yet, if you have content to provide (this
can be an abstract of a paper or presentation you are working on, an idea you want to share or receive feedback
on, an essay on a field experience that was singular and noteworthy, a particularly good photo you want to
share...), please contact sgraff@psomas.com or bblood@psomas.com. Thank you!
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Address correction requested
Southern California Academy of Sciences
900 Exposition Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90007
(213) 744-3384
http://www.scas.nhm.org/

SCAS

Spring 2015

Deadlines for November 15 (Autumn) issue:
		Receipt of articles/input: 						October 15
		
Draft Smilodon to Board for review:					
November 1
		
Board comments on Draft Smilodon to editor: 				
November 8
		Smilodon distributed to membership: 					November 15
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10

Deadlines for April 15 (Spring) issue:
		Receipt of articles/input: 						March 15
		
Draft Smilodon to Board for review:					
April 1
		
Board comments on Draft Smilodon to editor: 				
April 8
		Smilodon distributed to membership: 					April 15

produced by

The Smilodon

To facilitate this schedule, the following deadlines for receipt of articles/input/photographs/etc. will be
adhered to.

